I. Introduction
Culinary business is always exist. As one of the main needs of humans, food offers a variety of business opportunities to work on. For those who have tight capital and mediocre cooking skills, selling processed food, such as fried rice, which is offered around by cart can be a viable business idea. But of course, culinary business opportunities are not limited to such a survival business. When people's purchasing power increases, the desire to enjoy food is increasingly diverse. There are people who are determined to live a healthy life so they are willing to count how many calories there are in each meal. This group of people opens a market gap for those who want to do a healthy catering business. In fact, culinary business opportunities can also come from the need for snacking, aka enjoying snacks while chatting with family or relatives. This is what gave birth to places like cafes.
Nowadays cafes are no longer a place for foreigners who live in urban areas. Cafes whose concepts come from abroad, succeed in French, reverse the place where people mingle and enjoy a variety of drinks and snacks. Indeed, the concept of coffee has equivalents here, namely coffee shops. However, if we hear the name of the coffee shop, our memories must be stumbling to the place where coffee is designed by old school. Some of today's culinary business people prefer to match the term cafe on the place name board that is needed for the term coffee shop. In addition to giving a more attractive impression to prospective buyers, the concept of the cafe is more flexible. At least, in the variety of drinks offered.
A cafe, currently developing and wants to be bought so as not to get bored, of course you can add a menu of drinks other than coffee, such as tea, or even drinks that contain alcohol. Many cafe owners currently choose coffee as a beverage menu that has the resources that have the ability there. Besides they have passion there.
The cafe is a place where many people hold meetings, enjoy enjoying a meal to unwind from the daily routine. With a comfortable space with drinks and food support, the cafe will be the most fun and visited by many people. Today, cafes have indeed become a phenomenon and a modern lifestyle, especially for young people. So from here the opportunity to gain profits and a large turnover from the open business cafe is very wide open. However, there are still some great opportunities. You should be able to run this cafe with several variations and precise tips for success. More if you only have minimal or limited fund.
II. Literature Review

Business
In economics, business is an organization that sells goods or services to consumers or other businesses, to make a profit. Historically the business word of English business, from the word busy which means "busy" in the context of individuals, communities, or society. In a sense, busy working on activities and jobs that bring profit. In a capitalist economy, where most businesses are owned by the private sector, businesses are formed to profit and increase the prosperity of their owners. The owner and operator of a business gets rewards according to the time, effort, or capital they provide. However, not all businesses pursue such benefits, such as cooperative business that aims to improve the welfare of all its members or government institutions aimed at improving people's welfare. This business model contrasts with the socialistic system, where large businesses are mostly owned by the government, the general public, or trade unions.
Etymologically, business means a situation where a person or group of people is busy doing a job that produces profit. The word "business" itself has three uses, depending on the scope -the use of singular business words can refer to business entities, namely juridical (legal), technical, and economic unity which aims to seek profit or profit. Wider use can refer to certain market sectors, such as "television business." The most extensive use refers to all activities carried out by the community providing goods and services. But the definition of the right "business" is still a matter of debate to date.
Although the form of business ownership varies by country, there are several forms that are considered common: a. Individual company An individual company is a business whose ownership is held by one person. Owners of individual companies have unlimited liability for company property. This company is managed individually and has full responsibility for the continuity of the company and its capital comes from its own. This is usually individual company has advantages and disadvantages.
b. Fellowship
A partnership is a form of business where two or more people work together to operate a company to make a profit. Just like an individual company, every ally (member of a partnership) has unlimited liability for the company's assets. Guild can be grouped into a limited partnership and the firm.
c. Company
The company is a business whose ownership is held by several people and supervised by a board of directors. Each owner has limited responsibility for the company's assets. 
Cost Component (Cost)
In addition to obtaining interest income, each organization will incur a lot of costs such as salary, allowances and others. This Note is all the Liability of each Company to the Related Party. The following are some of the Components of Expenditure (Cost):
 Capital costs (buildings, tables, chairs, etc.)  Marketing costs  Risk costs  Capital Reserves  Tax Each Component of Income and Expenditure will be very influential in achieving Maximum Profit, which is certainly the initial calculation of how a Company (Organization) is worthy of Standing, Growing and Developing. In the end after the Close of the Year, Profit will again be distributed to Shareholders or Capital Additions.
Coffee is a drink made from steeping coffee beans and mashed into powder. Coffee is one of the commodities in the world that is cultivated by more than 50 countries. Two commonly known varieties of coffee trees are Robusta (Coffea canephora) and Arabica (Coffea arabica) coffee.
Coffee processing before it can be drunk through a long process that is from harvesting coffee beans that have been ripe either by machine or by hand and then processing coffee beans and drying before turning into coffee. The next process is roasting with varying degrees of degree. After roasting the coffee beans are ground or mashed into coffee powder before the coffee can be drunk.
History records that the discovery of coffee as a nutritious and energetic drink was first discovered by the Ethiopians in the African continent around 3000 years ago (1000 BC). Coffee then continued to grow until now it is one of the most popular drinks in the world consumed by various groups of people. [Citation needed] Indonesia itself has been able to produce more than 400 thousand tons of coffee per year. Besides its attractive taste and aroma, coffee can also reduce the risk of developing cancer, diabetes, gallstones, and various heart diseases (cardiovascular).
The word coffee itself originally came from Arabic: ‫هوة‬ ‫ق‬ qahwah which means strength, because initially coffee was used as a high-energy food. The word qahwah was changed to kahveh, which came from the Turkish language and later changed again to koffie in Dutch. The use of the word koffie is immediately absorbed into Indonesian into the word coffee known today.
The era of the discovery of coffee beans began around 800 BC, another opinion said 850 AD. At that time, many people in the African Continent, especially the Ethiopians, consumed coffee beans mixed with animal fat and wine to meet the body's protein and energy needs. The discovery of coffee itself happened accidentally, when the shepherd named Khalid is a "Abyssinia person" observed the herd of herdsmen who remained awake even after sunset, after eating a kind of berry. He also tried cooking and eating it. This habit then continued to develop and spread to various countries in Africa, but the method of presentation was still using conventional methods. It was only a few hundred years later that these coffee beans were carried over the Red Sea and arrived in Arabia with a more advanced method of presentation.
The Arabians had more progress civilization than the African nation at that time. They did not only cook coffee beans, but also boiled the juice to be taken. In the 13th century, Muslims consumed coffee as an energy-enhancing drink during worship at night. The popularity of coffee also increased along with the spread of Islam at that time to reach the regions of North Africa, the Mediterranean, and India. At this time, there was no coffee cultivation outside the Arab region because the Arabs always exported infertile coffee beans by cooking and drying them first. This causes coffee cultivation is not possible. It was only in the 1600s, an Indian pilgrim named Baba Budan managed to bring fertile coffee beans out of Mecca and grow them in various regions outside of Arabia
III. Discussion
The Campus Cafe is on Selamat Ketaren Street No.1 and 2, Percut Sei Tuan, Medan City, North Sumatra 20371 with the name of the owner of Sultoni's brother. This cafe has only been operating for about 3 years. During the 3-year trip, there were many joys and sorrows that the owner had gone through, ranging from unsold merchandise to employee change. Not infrequently also the owner suffered a loss. But now this Campus Cafe has started to develop rapidly. Its existence has begun to compensate for the cafes around Selamet Ketaren Street, especially the Aceh Corner, which is always crowded with customers.
Many things are done by Campus Cafe to be able to compete, including by designing the place as elegant and comfortable as possible. Presenting music that is in great demand by young people, as well as not missing out on food and beverage menus that invite equalization. Likewise, prices are designed not so expensive for young people.
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IV. Conclusion
The café business trip carried out by Sultoni under the Campus Cafe label is very proud because from some of the cafes in Medan, especially those around Selamet Ketaren street, this cafe is one that is able to survive and is able to generate many benefits. With the location surrounded by well-known campuses, finally this cafe can exist in the midst of similar business activities carried out by other people. The elegant menu display and service display can erode the initial notion that this cafe will not advance.
